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Because that means I’m in the company of a fellow chicken owner (or someone who is 

soon to become one!).  You’re part of the club, now!  Owning chickens is some of the 

most fun you’ll ever have and is deeply satisfying.  I can’t wait for you to get started. 

But before we get too far in, allow me to introduce myself. 

My name is Laura and I am a blogger at Carrotgal.com.  I love to teach people how to be 

more self-sufficient including gardening, owning chickens (obviously), making sourdough 

bread, etc. I have been raising chickens for over 10 years now and love it now more than 

ever.  My birds bring me SO MUCH JOY!   

I have learned so much through trial and error (emphasis on the error) and I created this 

ebook for you to help take you through the basics of getting started with chicken 

keeping.   

Yes, there is a lot you can learn, but the process to get started is actually very simple.  

This ebook is designed to keep things very, very simple.  To make the process doable.  So 

that you will ACTUALLY take the steps you need to start your very first flock.   

Because, that is where the real fun begins!  

Let’s get started. 

 Laura 

I’m glad you’re here! 

Disclosure: The links shared in this ebook may be affiliate links which means I may earn a 
small commission at no additional cost to you.  Thank you for supporting small business! 
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Here are some terms you might need to know. 

Brooder: A brooder is a small enclosure that chicks can live in for the first 6-8 weeks of 
life.  It contains their food, water, and bedding as well as some kind of heat source to 
keep them warm. 

Broody: A hen that suddenly wants to sit on eggs, hatch chicks, and raise babies. 

Chick: A baby chicken 

Chicken Coop: A chicken house.  Usually includes a ladder, a roost, and nest boxes. 

Chicken Tractor: A smaller, portable enclosure that you can contain your chickens in to 
move them around the yard.  This allows them to stay safe from most predators while 
still having access to fresh pasture.   

Hen: A female chicken 

Nest box: A small box, usually attached to the coop, that a hen will sit in when she is 
ready to lay an egg.   

Pop door: A small, square door in a chicken coop that is just the right size for a chicken to 
fit through.  

Pullet: A female chicken between the age of 3 months and when she starts laying eggs 

Roost: a bar or stick, usually made of wood, that the chickens can sit on to sleep.   

Rooster: A male chicken 

Sexed chicks: baby chicks who have been separated into male and female.  The sexing 
process is not always accurate and you may still get a rooster.  Most hatcheries simply kill 
the males when they sex the chicks.  

Straight run chicks: baby chicks who have not been separated into male and female.  You 
don’t know which gender you will receive but it will likely be 50% male and 50% female.   
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The first step to getting started is to make a plan by asking yourself a series of questions. 

These will help you narrow down your goals and make a few critical decisions.   

I’m including some questions here, but don’t worry, if you don’t know the answers, 

read the rest of the eBook to learn more about each question. 

These are the questions I would recommend starting with: 

1) Do I want to start with chicks or full-grown adults? ___________________ 

2) What is my purpose in raising chickens?  To get eggs?  For meat?  As pets?  

Something else?  ______________________________________________ 

3) Where will I keep them? What kind of setup will I need? _______________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 

4) What breed of chickens do I want? _________________________________ 

5) How many chickens do I want? ____________________________________ 

6) What do I plan to feed my chickens? ________________________________ 

If you already know your answers, great!  Write them on the lines above.   

If you don’t know your answers yet, keep reading to learn more to help you make an 

informed decision.    

The next 6 sections will go into depth on each question. 
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Question #1: 

Do I want to start with chicks or full-grown adults? 

This is the first question I want 

you to answer because most 

people don’t even realize that it’s 

an option.  When people want to 

get started with chickens, they 

usually assume that you MUST 

start with chicks.   

But it’s not true!   

In fact, when I first got started 

over 10 years ago, I started with 2 

adult hens.  I highly recommend 

starting with adults.  I personally 

feel like it’s the easier choice, but will let you make your own decision of course.   

There are obviously plusses and minuses to both methods.  Here are just a few: 

 

Now, obviously, there is no one right answer.  Depending on your needs and desires one 

option might be pretty clear.   
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If you decide to go with chicks, you will need to decide if you are going to go with sexed 

chicks or straight-run chicks.  Check the glossary terms on page 3 for definitions of what 

these two terms mean! 

And whether you go with chicks or adults you will need to be sure to have the right setup 

ready for them before they arrive.  Learn more about the brooder or coop setup you will 

need in question #3 and the food they will need in question #6.   

Are you going to go with chicks or adults?  Write your answer here or on 

page 4 __________________________________________________ 

 

Question #2: 

What is my purpose in raising chickens?   

For many people, one of the main purposes of raising chickens is to have farm fresh eggs 

to eat.  But there may be more reasons…some that you may not have even thought of.  

Here are just a few: 

1) For eggs.  This is obviously a big reason 

that many people raise chickens.  Chickens 

are wonderful because they give you a 

fairly constant source of protein and can 

help reduce your food costs.  There are 

breeds that are more suited to egg laying. 

2) For meat. Some people choose to raise 

chickens for meat.  There are breeds that 

are more suited to meat production.  If 

you choose to go this route, there will be 

an obvious need for killing at some point.  Be sure to have a plan for how you will 

accomplish this (usually a processing plant or do it yourself).  

3) As pets. Chickens make wonderful pets.  Many people have amazing relationships 

with their chickens, carry them around, and knit them sweaters and hats for them.  

They are a lot of fun!   

4) Other. There are also many other reasons to keep chickens.  Maybe you or one of 

your kids want to start an egg business.  Maybe you want them to help till and 

fertilize your garden.  Maybe you want to teach your kids where food comes from.  

So many reasons.   
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Rooster or no rooster? Many people have questions about if they need a rooster or not.  

I’ve raised chickens for 10+ years and have never 

owned a rooster.  It’s a common misconception 

that you need a rooster to get eggs but it’s simply 

NOT TRUE!  Just like human women will ovulate 

every month, hens will lay eggs regardless of if 

they are fertilized by a rooster.  You absolutely do 

NOT need a rooster in order to get eggs.  You do, 

however, need a rooster if you want the eggs to 

be fertilized in order to hatch your own chicks.  

Although there are definitely ways around this so 

you can still get chicks without a rooster 

(purchasing fertilized eggs, slipping day old chicks 

under a broody hen, raising chicks in a brooder, 

etc).  Roosters also tend to do a good job of 

protecting their hens from predators.  If you do 

choose to keep a rooster, you only need one for every 15-30 hens.  Having more than 

one rooster is not a great idea because they fight each other…sometimes to the death.  

An obvious benefit to NOT keeping a rooster is that your flock will be quieter – no 

crowing!  Some housing ordinances do not allow you to keep a rooster.  Be sure to check 

the specifics in your situation.      

What is your purpose in wanting to raise chickens?  Write your answer here 

or on page 4 ____________________________________________ 

 

 

Question #3: 

Where will I keep them? What kind of setup will I need? 

When you raise chickens, you will need some type of housing for them.  Usually in the 

form of a coop or shed.  There are many styles, shapes and styles but there are several 

things that every chicken coop or house needs.   

Chicks will need a brooder for the first 6-8 weeks of life while they are growing out their 

feathers.  Once their feathers are fully grown out, they can go into the coop. 

https://www.carrotgal.com/giving-a-day-old-chick-to-a-broody-hen/
https://www.carrotgal.com/giving-a-day-old-chick-to-a-broody-hen/
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Brooder  

A brooder is a small enclosure that chicks can live in for the first 6-8 weeks of life.  It 

contains their food, water, and bedding as well as some 

kind of heat source to keep them warm.  Check my 

chicken equipment page for my recommendations for 

what you will need.  www.carrotgal.com/chicken-

supplies.  You can use any type of container that is big 

enough to hold them as they grow.  If you just have a 

few chicks, a plastic tote may do the trick (be sure to 

leave the lid off or drill air holes).  Other ideas include a 

cardboard box (line the bottom with plastic to keep it 

from getting soggy), dog crates, galvanized tub, purchased small animal enclosures, 

purchased brooder panels, homemade brooder box, etc.  You can visit my website for my 

recommended brooder products.  www.carrotgal.com/chicken-supplies 

Notes about brooders.  Be sure your brooder is big enough for the number of chicks you 

have.  As they grow, you may need to make a bigger brooder or a second brooder to 

have enough space.  The brooder will need to be cleaned regularly to keep a healthy 

environment (their little lungs are very sensitive to ammonia).  I highly recommend 

keeping your heat source off to one side of the brooder…this allows the chicks to move 

away from the heat if they are too warm and move toward it if they are too cold.  If you 

choose to use a traditional heat lamp (which I do NOT recommend), be extremely careful 

and be sure it is secured.  They are notorious for falling and if they fall into the bedding, 

they can quickly catch fire.  To me, it’s not worth the risk so I highly recommend the safer 

option of using a brooder heat plate.  (Bonus: brooder heat plates use a lot less 

electricity than traditional heat lamps so they save a lot of money on the electric bill!)   

Check out my recommendations for supplies for raising chicks on my website.  

www.carrotgal.com/chicken-supplies 

 

Coop 

When your chicks get bigger or if you are starting with adults, you will need a chicken 

coop for them to live in.  There are some specific things that a coop needs to provide the 

most comfortable environment for your flock. 

https://www.carrotgal.com/chicken-supplies
https://www.carrotgal.com/chicken-supplies
https://www.carrotgal.com/chicken-supplies
https://www.carrotgal.com/chicken-supplies
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Elements needed in a coop: 

1. A roost.   This is a stick or a bar of 

some kind that the chickens can climb 

onto at night to sleep off of the ground.  

Hint: A 2x4 piece of wood makes a perfect 

roost!  This picture shows a pretty cool 

way to set up a roost.  

 

 

 

2. Nest boxes.  If you are planning on 

raising chickens for eggs, you will 

definitely want some nest boxes.  

Most hens tend to share the same 

next box so you only need one for 

every 3-4 hens that you have.  The 

nest box is a small enclosed, quiet 

place that the hen can go when she 

is ready to lay an egg.  Most nest 

boxes have a lid or door that can be accessed from outside the coop to make egg 

collection easier.   

 

3. Protection from the wind.  Your chickens will naturally go inside the coop when it 

gets dark each night.  The main job of the coop is to protect your birds from the wind 

and cold night air.  Exposure to the elements is what you need to protect against.  But 

your coop does not need to be, nor should be, completely air tight.  There needs to be 

some amount of air flow and a few cracks or leaving the pop door open is just fine.   

 

4. Bedding. While technically not required, it is a good idea to put down some kind of 

bedding inside the chicken coop.  This helps to keep the floor of the coop dry and 

helps to collect the droppings.  Keeping bedding in the nest boxes helps protect 

against cracked eggs.  For bedding material, I recommend straw (this is what I use), 

hay, or pine shavings. Visit my chicken supply page for my recommended bedding.  

www.carrotgal.com/chicken-supplies    

To order a coop online, check out my recommendations on my website.   

https://www.carrotgal.com/chicken-supplies
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www.carrotgal.com/chicken-supplies 
 

Free range vs. Chicken run.  You will also need to decide what kind of outside area your 

chickens will have access to.  A chicken run is a very common set up.  If you have the 

room, I recommend AT LEAST 10 square feet of ground space per chicken.  You can also 

free range your chickens if desired.  Just be very sure that you don’t have predators in 

your area (including neighbor’s dogs…this has happened to me multiple times).  If you 

choose to free-range, be prepared to have chicken poop in some very unusual places. 

Chicken tractor. A chicken tractor is another 

option of you want to free range your chickens but 

need to protect them from predators.  A chicken 

tractor is a smaller, more portable enclosure that 

can contain your chickens to protect them while 

still giving them access to fresh pasture.  

A major part of whatever setup you provide is to 

protect from predators.  Learn about what 

predators you have in your area (both land and sky predators) and what you need to do 

to protect your flock.  Also, please be sure your coop is big enough, especially during the 

winter.  I made this mistake of having a too small coop for the number of chickens I had 

and lost a couple to the elements because they were sleeping outside.  Save yourself the 

heartache!   

Where are you planning to keep your chickens?  What kind of setup do you 

need?  Write your answer here or on page 4 __________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.carrotgal.com/chicken-supplies
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Question #4: 

What breed of chickens do I want? 

The answer to this question depends on your answer to question #2.  If you want eggs, 

you will want to choose a breed that lays more eggs.  If you want meat, choose a breed 

that is better for meat.  There are also “dual-purpose” breeds which, as the name 

implies, are good for both meat and egg production.  Here are some of the most 

common breeds and the number of eggs they typically lay.   
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If you’re having a hard time deciding, I highly recommend starting with the breed Rhode 

Island Red if you can find them.  They are solid egg layers and have great temperaments. 

They have been one of my absolute favorite breeds and are perfect for beginner chicken 

owners!   

What breed of chicken do you want?  Write your answer here or on page 4 

___________________________________________________ 

 

Question #5: 

How many chickens do I 

want? 

Again, this depends on your 

answer to question #2 and 

possible question #4.   

If you are raising chickens 

primarily for eggs, you will 

probably want a chicken per 

person in your family (this of 

course assumes that you will 

choose a breed that is a strong egg layer. If you choose one that lays fewer eggs per year, 

you may need 2 chickens per person).  

How many eggs can I expect?  Most egg laying chickens will lay 1 egg every day, 

sometimes every other day.   They will slow or even stop their egg production in the 

winter and it will increase in the spring and summer.  There is usually a fall molting time 

when hens will stop laying while they grow new feathers.  As hens grow older, they will 

decrease how many eggs they produce and will eventually stop laying altogether.   

If you are raising chickens primarily for meat, you will probably want to calculate the 

size of the breed at its average finished processing weight, and multiply by the number of 

pounds of meat that you want.   

How many chickens do you want?  Write your answer here or on page 4 

_________________________________________________________ 
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Question #6: 

What do I plan to feed my 

chickens?  

Most people buy a commercial feed for 

their chickens.  This is just fine.  I 

recommend buying commercial feed 

while you are learning. Especially if you 

are starting with chicks because they 

have specific nutritional needs while 

they are growing.  You can always learn about other feed types or make or grow your 

own feed later when you are more comfortable with raising chickens.  For now, stick 

with commercial feed.  Adult chickens usually need a feed with 16% protein.  Chicks 

need “chick starter” feed which is specially formulated for their growing bodies.  

Once hens get close to the age that they will start to lay eggs, it is very important to 

give them free choice calcium.  This just means that they have access to a calcium source 

and can eat it if/when they need more calcium.  You can also feed the empty egg shells 

back to them as a calcium source but they will likely need more than just this.  If a hen 

does not have enough calcium, her egg shells will be soft and will break in the nest or not 

entirely form.  You can buy supplemental calcium on my chicken supply page here.  

www.carrotgal.com/chicken-supplies 

You can also give them cracked corn, food scraps from the kitchen (chickens make 

wonderful garbage disposals!) and mealworms as occasional treats.  They will eat grass 

clippings (be sure there’s no herbicides or pesticides on them) and weeds from the 

garden.  You can buy freeze-dried mealworms and other chicken treats from my chicken 

supply page here.    www.carrotgal.com/chicken-supplies 

Contrary to popular belief, chickens are NOT vegetarians.  They are omnivores, which 

means they eat plants AND animals.  Their favorite source of protein is bugs and worms.  

Anytime you can give them these, they will be so happy!!   

Things to NOT feed to chickens: The things that you should NOT feed to chickens are 

avocados, chocolate, citrus, green potato skins, apple seeds, dry beans or dry rice 

(cooked are fine) moldy or rotten food.  Everything else is just fine.  They love all kinds of 

food scraps and make great garbage disposals!  

 

https://www.carrotgal.com/chicken-supplies
https://www.carrotgal.com/chicken-supplies
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To order chicken feed online, check out my recommendations on my website.  

www.carrotgal.com/chicken-supplies 
 

What do you plan to feed your chickens?  Write your answer here or on 

page 4 _________________________________________________ 

Now that you have done the hard work of planning in Step #1, Step #2 is to get started!   

Look back at your list on page 4 and see if you have all of your decisions made.  Now it’s 

time to make a plan and get started!! 

 

- Get a brooder (for chicks) or a chicken coop (for adults) and set it up.  Or build 

one if you are going that direction.   

 

- Buy some chicken feed, bedding, a feeder, and a waterer.   

 

- Find some chicks or adult chickens and purchase them. 

- Begin raising chickens and having fun learning as you go! 

 

Enjoy the process of becoming a chicken owner.  I promise you are in for some grand 

surprises and some heartwarming memories!   

If you want to learn more, you can read the posts I have on my blog about chickens. 

Carrotgal.com/chickens-2 

And you can order chicken supplies from my chicken supplies page here. 

Carrotgal.com/chickens-supplies 

I’m so excited for your new adventure into chicken ownership! 

https://www.carrotgal.com/chicken-supplies
https://www.carrotgal.com/chickens-2/
https://www.carrotgal.com/chicken-supplies
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How often do I need to clean the coop? The answer is as often as you can!  A good 

schedule to shoot for is roughly once per month.  A lot depends on how many chickens 

you have and the size of your coop.  Keeping a clean coop will help keep your flock 

healthy.   

When do hens start laying eggs?  Most hens will start to lay when they are around 6 

months old.  This is a general guideline, and they may start laying earlier or later than 

this.   

How many eggs can I expect? It depends on the breed. Most breeds that are dual 

purpose or egg laying will lay an egg once per day or once every other day.  They will 

stop laying when they are molting and they will decrease or stop laying during the winter 

months.  Check the breed chart under question 4 for more information. 

What about my dog/cat?  Can I have chickens if I have other animals? Maybe.  Most 

dogs and cats can learn to get along with the chickens they live with.  You will probably 

need to train them to not hunt them and watch them closely at first. Some dogs and cats 

simply cannot be trained properly but most can learn to live well with chickens!   

Do I need a rooster to get eggs? No, you do NOT need a rooster in order to get eggs.  

Hens will lay eggs regardless of if there is a rooster present.  If you want FERTILIZED eggs 

in order to hatch out your own chicks then, yes, you would need a rooster in this case.   

Should I make or buy my coop? Totally up to you.  If you want to save money and have 

the time, making a coop might be right for you.  There are a lot of ideas and plans online.  

If you don’t have as much time but you have the money to spend, you may want to buy a 

premade coop or a kit.  Carrotgal.com/chicken-supplies 

Are there things that chickens should NOT eat? Yes! The things that you should NOT 

feed to chickens are avocados, chocolate, citrus, green potato skins, apple seeds, dry 

beans, dry rice, moldy or rotten food.  Everything else is just fine.  They love all kinds of 

food scraps and make great garbage disposals!  

When can I move my chicks out of the brooder and into the coop? Chicks should be 

fully feathered and outside temps should be above 65 degrees before you move them to 

the chicken coop.  

FAQs 

https://www.carrotgal.com/chicken-supplies
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Where to buy chickens 

Local: check with farm supply stores, local Facebook groups, ask neighbors or farmers at 

the farmer’s market 

Online: Hatcheries: most hatcheries will sell online and ship day-old chicks to you 

directly.  McMurray hatchery, Meyer hatchery, and Cackle hatchery are well known in 

the US but there are many to choose from!  You can probably find one close to you 

depending on where you live. You can also try checking Craigslist (be super careful to not 

get scammed!) or local Facebook groups 

Where to buy chicken supplies 

I list all of my recommendations for chicken supplies on my chicken supplies page on my 

website.   

Carrotgal.com/chicken-supplies  

Where can I learn more? 

Check out the blog articles I have written about keeping chickens here: 

Carrotgal.com/chickens-2 
 

 

Disclosure: The links shared in this ebook may be affiliate links which means I may earn a 
small commission at no additional cost to you.  Thank you for supporting my small business! 

https://www.carrotgal.com/chicken-supplies
https://www.carrotgal.com/chickens-2/
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